
 

mihail

It would be of course too cynical to point out, that while most scenarios of human extinction carry the

condition that all life goes with us, this one pertains to the human species alone (and its thousands of

nuclear bombs and other pollutants), and leaves all other life in peace. However the line between cynicism

and the truth is always very �ne.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

stanleybecker

mihail - the canary in the coalmine dies before the coal miners - this is the alarm - species are dying

out at an accelerated speed every minute - species are dying out as I write this post - Mankind is so

lost that if every "canary" on this planet died at once - it signals nothing - the alienation has become

"normalized" - s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/b5/47/8f/b5478fd4a21899d6340f6a..

i.pinimg.com/736x/32/e6/c0/32e6c012a26fece8f6cc7727c1bf17ff--native-am..

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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rrealrose

Posting this here, because StanleyBecker is well aware of who is behind soy-based food concepts.

Can only imagine a continuing downward spiral as any push to feed humans unfermented soy

continues... Ongoing attempts to "engineer" plants as substitute food:

techcrunch.com/2017/08/01/impossible-foods-just-raised-75-million-for-..  - the �rst articles on this

topic came out in 2013 or thereabouts. This article link is from 1 August 2017!! and it ties in nicely to

issues in Japan not only to conform in a non-growth economy but also soy consumption may be at the

bottom of some "decline in fertility" issues: www.scienti�camerican.com/article/soybean-fertility-

hormone-iso�avon..  - this article is from 2009, and if I remember correctly, Dr Mercola has a long

article thread on this topic. So once you get past the above listed endocrine disrupting chemicals,

what about soy? Unfermented soy is passing the lips of people worldwide now, as soy is in damn near

every processed and packaged food, even "organic mayonnaise" has soy oil, its cheap and dangerous

to play with!

Posted On 08/09/2017

 

forbiddenhealing

Also take a look at birth control pills...even sharks in a SW Florida river have been feminized from sewage

discharge.....Populations rise and fall due to wars, food shortages and plaques...and in this case an

epidemic of  sloppy human technologies...Then again overpopulation is a dis-ease in itself.

Posted On 08/09/2017

 

stanleybecker

a "feminized" shark`! - The Great White as a "feminized" species - maybe they will become vegetarian

and stop eating people

Posted On 08/09/2017
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totalemfsolutions

Over population is a disease? Wasn't Hitler thinking in the same way?

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

Plume1152

Overpopulation is a myth propagated by the likes of Bill Gates and the like!  Go anywhere outside of

the east and west coasts of US, and you will see vast lands practically barren of people!  Please stop

perpetuating this dangerous myth!!

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

forbiddenhealing

Total/Plume...Yeah, Too many mouths to feed, wastes to remove, the planet is �nite, resources are

�nite, we are stuck in the American Consumerist Dream of endless growth and a vain belief

technology will come to the rescue...The frontiers are gone, the desirable fertile land is occupied and

mostly toxic..Wanna live in a desert?..I won't go near a city or the sprawl that connects them or the

mindless rats running a race to oblivion....Yes, intelligent management could mean sustainability at

these numbers..ain't gonna happen..we are losing the oceans and deep into an eco-extinction

event....Overpopulation is only a myth to those stuck in the old religio-cultural delusion.... until reality

smacks em in the head.

 Posted On 08/10/2017
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Pet Rock

Thank you Dr. Mercola for drawing the line to radiofrequency radiation as a source of infertility in men.  I

remember there used to be a "save the males" advertisement in England in the public bathrooms--against

cell phones in the pocket.  So many men and boys carry them there, radiating their testes most of the day.

 Posted On 08/03/2017

 

stanleybecker

Mae West's famous statement - "is that a gun in your pocket, or are you just happy to see me" would

become " is that a cellphone in your pocket, or are you impotent and useless to me"

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Almond

It is prob not good to carry it in a shirt pocket over the heart, either.  Those advertisements have a

broader message about how unsafe cell phones really are anywhere within the energy �eld of the

human body.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

groovystuff

Humanity is being hit from so many sides extinction would be inevitable if God didn't step in and stop

the process!  I'm reminded of  Mathew 24:21....."for then there will be great tribulation such as has not

occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22. In fact, unless those days

were cut short, no �esh would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut

short."  God's word always comes true!  First Tribulation, then Armageddon (where the wicked will be

destroyed)......read your Bible and discover what God's requirements are for survival.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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otis101

Just received a letter today from PG&E (our electric & gas works) that they will begin replacing all of

the street lights in town.  All 424 "High Pressure Sodium Vapor" (HPSV) bulbs will be replaced with

"Light-Emitting Diode" (LED) �xtures. Guess that means not going out on the town at night. :(

edit @ grulla, you are probably right about LED up close. I'll hit the streets at night and get back to you.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

totalemfsolutions

The damage is so obvious but people are addicted to their smart phones. Try telling them and they

think you are nuts for pointing out something that's ruining their lives. It's like a Twilight Zone episode.

 "57% Of American Women Choose Smartphone Over Sex" "The study asked 4,000 women from the

United Kingdom, United States, Canada, France, Germany, and Brazil about their use of mobile phones

and social media channels and whether it impacts their dating life.

More than 50 percent of women said they have or would break up with their partner over the phone,

while more than 25 percent have or would via text message. Most of the women, 61 percent, who

would break up over the phone are 18 to 25 year olds, while older women, 45 to 54 year olds, said they

would consider or have ended their relationships over the phone. Nearly 19 percent said they have or

would break up over Facebook. " www.medicaldaily.com/57-american-women-choose-smartphone-

over-sex-2461..

How Your Smartphone is Ruining Your Relationship time.com/.../smartphone-relationship-cell-phone

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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grulla

Otis, " All 424 "High Pressure Sodium Vapor" (HPSV) bulbs will be replaced with "Light-Emitting Diode"

(LED) �xtures." Please correct me if you think I'm wrong. I thought that the LED lamps were

problematic only indoors in close proximity???

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

RobertSniadach

Children of Men - www.youtube.com/watch  This one posits that women can't get pregnant... but the

outcome is the same. Intense movie.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Epona777

I can actually feel the radio-�eld when I carry my cell in a pocket. I rarely do that because I do know of

the dangers. Occasionally I have to grab and go and I slip it into a back pocket of my jeans or a side

cargo pocket and as soon as possible I take it out of there. Usually it is in a leather case inside my

leather purse. I do see so may people with it in pockets though.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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TheOrage

I'm not sure if it's the �ouride in the water dumbing people down in USA, Canada, Australia and N.Z. or

the emf.   My builder con�ded in me that he and his wife couldn't have children.  He drove off in his

truck and I couldn't help noticing he had put his i-phone on the seat between his legs.  Didn't feel I

knew him well enough to say anything.  The girl I bought a phone from said she kept her i-phone in her

bra.  When I pointed out the dangers of this and that she should read the warnings on the instruction

sheet she said "oh well ... I'm still going to do it because it's easy and convenient"!  The last one was

when I met a young 30+ restaurant owner who was missing a quarter of his skull.  He said he had had

a tumour on the brain and that the doctor had told him he shouldn't use the mobile phone next to his

head.  He told us this while he took reservations on his phone (right on his ear).  He said "what can I

do I have a restaurant to run".  He was dead in a year.  What the!!!!!

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

jamessmom

Ironically our poisoning of the earth may end up saving it if the human population is reduced drastically in

the process. Environmentalists have suggested that in order to be sustainable, the maximum human

population should be 2 billion. If every fertile woman has one less child in the next �fty years, apparently,

we will achieve that number by 2100. Maybe our foolishness will help us achieve this.

In 1990, when I was having trouble conceiving, my husband had his sperm tested, and he had only 50%

normal forms (referred to as morphology). Because 70% normal was the average, he was considered

subfertile. Ten years later, the average normal morphology was down to 30% worldwide, so he would have

been considered a stud. Since the average of any given year are considered "normal" (rather than what is

biologically desirable), the entire male population is heading toward subfertility. Alas, it isn't affecting the

birthrate worldwide, but as you mentioned, in developed countries, the birth rate is falling. A recent survey

of young Japanese men found that over half would rather play video games than have sex. Their

population is well below replacement level.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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davidle

What is wrong with young Japanese men?  If they are that stupid, do we really want them to

reproduce?

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

marios7

Developed Anglo-Saxon economies( high toxic overload) to non developed : You have bigger balls

then brains. But we have solution for you: Glyphosate,atrazine,GMO,internet all the

time,vakcines,sel�shness,greed........

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

jamessmom

Think of all those EMFs they're exposed to when they play those games. As I've mentioned in previous

posts, my daughters have three former girlfriends who are transitioning to male. The boys are moving

in the opposite direction. You can't dump gender benders into the environment without consequences.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

loiseure

This may me smile a little.   I am 100% for green and less toxins - ZERO toxins in our environment.   But

some males being infertile will not threaten our existence.    Females have the babies, and there could be

just a few males and it would work.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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pisces

Unless they all turn out to have been Hillary supporters. That's a self-destructive gene pool right there.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Krofter

loiseure - We few, we happy few, we band of brothers.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

axkershaw

And of course women tend to be more cooperative than men and so would be more likely to share the

wealth. Sort of an opposite of "A Handmaid's Tale". That the ova chooses the sperm is not mentioned

here or most other places. It is generally considered that it only takes one speedy sperm to do the job,

but obviously if 50 million sperm per milliliter is necessary, it must take a gang to stimulate the ova to

accept the one. It makes evolutionary sense that pre patriarchy that women would have more than

one and even many sperm donors. During fertility women become much more receptive. At least in

my experience. For healthy fertilization it seems the more the merrier. Life is a cabaret !! I live in

Ecuador. The availability of numerous fertile men here raises the idea for a business catering to

women from developed countries. What do you think?

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

stanleybecker

always the entrepreneur eh, ax?

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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csire

NOT ONE MENTION OF VACCINES!!!???

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

epi-cure

Somewhat off topic and perhaps too hypothetical but what if there was no deterrent to the human

population explosion how much longer would humankind be able to exit until until we have exhausted all

our resources? Who would decide who can procreate and who remains childless? Alas there is no elegant

solution.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Almond

Yes, read THE HANDMAID.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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mirandola

For home building and painting products that are signi�cantly lower in chemicals, try the AFM products

http://www.afmsafecoat.com They also make a sealant that seals out offgassing from toxic paints,

formaldehyde in plywood, etc.  I do not work for them and have no inside connections. We have used their

products in our home and are very happy with most of them.

Try also using wheatgrass board instead of formaldehyde-loaded plywood for furniture and other items

around the home. The wheatgrass board may not be structurally strong for reinforcing a house, but It is

great for cabinets, counters and the like. And smells lovely at least in the beginning, it is a fully renewable

resource, and cuts way down on chemical exposure!

We think we are so educated in our society. The truth is that humankind is absolutely stupid with their

chemicals. Please think of ONE chemical that has not done environmental and/or bodily harm. If you can

think of it, please list it below. I am curious. Chemicals mostly do more harm than good, if we think about

it. It is time for real education, at last.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Krofter

mirandola - Good thoughts! You're last paragraph reminds me of the line that Natalie Portman says in

Cold Mountain when someone tries to hand her a gun - "If I had my way all metal would be removed

from this world".  That's how I feel about chemicals.  I had a friend who worked in a lab that tested

chemicals to determine if they were carcinogenic.  She said they never tested anything that did not

have the potential to be carcinogenic.  And your comment about the material used in home

contruction is right on.  Asians, Africans and South Americans are all exposed to chemicals and emf,

yet they still have good sperm counts.  However, they live in houses that are much more natural than

the typical 'modern' toxic house in the US.   Most of us spend more time in our home than anywhere

else.  The second most occupied space are the toxic buildings we work in.  Natural building should be

a signi�cant component of this discussion.

erdakroft.com/Erdakroftfarm/Natural_Building/Natural_Building.html

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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mirandola

Thank you Krofter! We DO get a ton of chemical exposure from o�ce buildings, schools, RVs,

homes......all alike, There is such a thing as Sick Building Syndrome. Myself, having survived and

conquered environmental illness decades ago, I know �rst-hand what chemical exposure from home

building does to the body. It is not a joke. It affects the nervous system, endocrine and immune

systems, all alike, to be chemically exposed. No wonder the NIH has traced the root of cancer causes

to chemicals in the environment. deainfo.nci.nih.gov/advisory/pcp/annualReports/pcp08-

09rpt/PCP_Report_.. But that's a whole other topic, even if related to the same root cause.

Poshest, water is one good example of a natural substance that nurtures and sustains, and happens

to have several chemicals as its makeup. Just like anything else on the planet. That is not the same as

isolated, concentrated chemicals. The isolation and concentration and arti�ciality thereof, are The

Problem.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

axkershaw

Much of the wheat is treated with Roundup before harvest to dessicate it and increase yields. How do

you ensure that you are getting untreated wheatstraw board?

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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mirandola

Axkershaw, fully agreed, good comment thank you! I think from the comments, what may not be

understood is that formaledehyde in plywood offgasses and really does harm. It is directly linked to

cancer among other things and is very drying to membranes. As a formerly environmentally sensitive

person, I would say that breathing in a room with wheat that was sprayed with glyphosate (which I

don't like the idea of even one little bit, and always boycott as much as I can), compared to breathing

in a room with formaldehyde....there simply is no comparison. Trust me I would react much more to

the formaldehyde fumes than to glyphosate sprayed on wheat, much as I agree that we must never

patronize this noxious brew, ugh! Plywood and other building materials can be very noxious.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

pet4616

It concerns me that these medical professionals, who are arguably 'scientists', routinely equate different

frequencies of electromagnetic radiation with each other. Light is electromagnetic radiation in a certain

frequency range, and I think most people don't think that visible light is harmful to humans. But a laser

uses highly concentrated visible light, and that can be harmful to humans. Ultraviolet light from the sun is

great for helping humans to create vitamin D, but too much of it will cause a sunburn and then skin cancer.

We really do not know if radio waves from cellphones are dangerous to humans, but we suspect that they

might be. Equating microwaves emitted from a microwave oven with similar-frequency cell phone 'radio

waves' is terribly misleading. It is not just the frequency of EM radiation that determines the damage such

waves cause to humans, it is a combination of the frequency and the intensity.  Also, particle radiation,

like that which is emitted from a nuclear bomb or used in a nuclear power plant, is not the same as

electromagnetic radiation such as light or radio waves or microwaves.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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rrealrose

Consider that at 3 yo, was dragged off to the doctor to check my skin condition. He was clueless, and

this started a multi-decade quest. In his adult exam room, pointed to a prominent overhead lamp with

purple lens, and the response I got was it was not used often, as too much x-ray exposure can be

dangerous. Fast forward 40 years, and how many x-rays are humans given by doctors and dentists?

What about mammograms? Nevermind idiotic machines concocted for the TSA to check �ying safety!

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

dude01

Regarding extinction, none of us can be sure of what will take us out �rst. We are swimming in a cesspool

of toxins. A large percentage of our planet's food has been compromised, thanks to the glyphosate/GMO

movement. And then we have chest thumping world leaders just salivating as to when they can push the

little button that makes the bombs go off. In some cases it seems that logic and common sense are

already very close to extinction.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

terrykaris

This article makes me wonder about all the gender confusion suddenly showing up. If boys and girls start

out basically the same, and are differentiated based on healthy hormone development, then it seems

reasonable that endocrine disrupters might be a cause of feminization in boys or masculinity in girls. This

would point to chemical toxicity causing sexual identity issues to the degree a person feels they were born

homosexual, or they were born as a boy trapped in a girl's body. Maybe this wave of societal chaos is a

consequence of GMO glyphosate, and other toxic contaminates. Of course, there could be other reasons,

as well, but the theory is forming.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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OhioNana

How about the fact that every Tom, *** and Harry are put on statins!!  And  we all know statins lower

cholesterol which we all also know are important for making sex hormones!!

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Chimonger

This has been suspected LONG ago.  Docs in the Bay Area, CA, along the Carquinez Straights, suspected

chemicals spilled routinely into the Straights, buy chemical companies and re�neries, among others.   It's

been known for over 3 or 4 decades, that it was unsafe to eat �sh caught there....if starving, only eat

maybe one per month....otherwise, catch/release.    

But the Docs who �gured out something was wrong with reproductive health along the Carquinez

Straights, put a small article in the Contra Costa Times, that they were setting up to research causes of

reproductive problems in the area.  Maybe 2 small articles...and they were threatened to cease and desist,

or never practice medicine anywhere again.

Those pro�teering by selling toxins, are really aggressive at stopping anyone looking too deep into what

they are doing.  The companies lie to employees about safety, too.  Then, there's the thing about what

nature does, to limit populations of animals, if there's too many of them to live decently....who is looking

into that?  Perhaps there's something to that, even for humans?

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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JennyG444

When the human race becomes too immoral and the amount of rightous people becomes only a small

number, the civilizations get wiped out. This is apparent through history with the Great Flood, the sinking

of Atlantis, ends of all Dynasties.  Well,according to ancient texts we are at the end of this experiment. If

anyone peruses youtube comments, you will see the hate and evil in the minds of humans. The most

popular celebrities are porn stars and sex tape women. Trisha Paytas, Kim Kardashian etc.  We are an

immoral civilization on average and humans are �lled with hate for others (youtube comments prove this).

 We are being exterminated. And the people in the alt news, like Alex Jones, or David Icke followers want

to throw viscious racial hatred around and prove that they are the cause of the evil, because they feed into

it daily. I cannot peruse news on the internet without racial hatred. "On one side of some of these people's

mouths they speak of love and god and on the other, they seeth and spread viscous racial hatred, that

would make Hitler proud.  Just like it says in the bible before the great �ood, God said the wicked

outweighed the good. And man has declined in immorality and is �lled with evil thoughts. Well, nothing

has changed today, and the good are few in number and the planet is being exterminated. And no one will

be able to change this, because it's the wickedness in man's thoughts that's causing this to happen as it's

a spiritual spanking. And the dark forces who poison the human race are given the go ahead to end this

experiment as this human species had failed to do as the spiritual teachers have taught and that is to be

unconditional love. Now how many people do you know embody what spiritual teachers have taught.

Hardly any, and as the years go on, humans become more and more evil. This is what man has brought to

him/herself.  This experiment is over.  Get spiritual and learn to �x oneself, as this ride is coming to an

end.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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JennyG444

Oh and by the way, the human race is being transhumanized with nanotechnology. Nano goo is the

white plaque and black plaque doctors see in autopsies. There is evidence at the site

Byebyebluesky.com/morgellons   that if you take a 60x magnifying glass and scan your fruit and

veggies, it's covered in nanobots. The nanobots turn to white and black goo when frequencies hit it.

Tony from youtube channel "herbs plus bead works" has been studying this and posted his photos at

the website I listed above.  According to Edgar Cayce this planet has been manipulated with arti�cial

technologies implanted in humans dating back tens of thousands of years. This is what happened in

Atlantis and why that experiment was ended. The same is happening today.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Almond

There are many reasons for gender confusion.  However, I believe toxicity and xenoestrogens are a factor

in a number of cases.  It is tragic when people are poisoned in a manner that makes their lives so di�cult.

 Some unfortunate individuals end up in an in-between place because their DNA has been scrambled even

before birth.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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veritasoreventus

"The most signi�cant declines were found in samples from men in North America, Europe, Australia and

New Zealand, where many had sperm concentrations below 40 million/mL" ........Notice that this is NOT

the entire population of the world.  What are the numbers elsewhere? This from Wikipedia......."Global

human population growth amounts to around 75 million annually, or 1.1% per year. The global population

has grown from 1 billion in 1800 to 7 billion in 2012. It is expected to keep growing, and estimates have

put the total population at 8.4 billion by mid-2030, and 9.6 billion by mid-2050. Many nations with rapid

population growth have low standards of living, whereas many nations with low rates of population growth

have high standards of living.[1]"....................... So apparently there is no need to panic that humankind is

about to go extinct. At the same time today's article DEFINITELY UNDERSCORES all the major problems in

our current higher standard of living communities. Interestingly if we look around in our own world we will

�nd large families still exist living under various circumstances. However, the trend has gone out of

popularity due to the high cost and demands placed on proper child rearing.  Parents might spend many

sleepless nights worrying about how to fund their children's college educations for example, and decide to

limit their number of offspring. Meanwhile, on the poor side of town I am aware of mothers who have had

multiple children that were fathered from multiple boyfriends with little concern for the children's future.

 This style of living and raising children seems to have become increasingly accepted by our society at

large and the mothers and children living under this situation are supported by the welfare system giving

rise to a "What me worry?" attitude. Let's just keep cranking out those little welfare bonuses.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

tbran10

Everyone should read the book. "The 6th Extinction" coming to the earth.  Our politicians should read it

and stop the madness that will eradicate all life. GMO's on the top of the list. Thank you Dr. Mercola for

your well researched information on this issue which must be stopped if future generations must survive.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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GreekPrincess77

I think our lifestyle has a lot to do with infertility in both men and women. But those numbers are

dangerously high. Funny enough estrogen is the culprit of prostate cancer, because the man doesn't have

enough testerone to balance out the estrogen. I think with the right diet, exercise regimen, understanding

the endocrine system we can implement small things to improve that. What is scary is that younger men

and women are being affected by it. And now children are give electronics to keep themselves occupied,

contributing to this vicious cycle. But kudos to Dr.Mercola for bringing need information to this topic, and

how we can help to eliminate the things we can to improve fertitly. I am trying to conceive now at 40,

fortunately I'm still quite healthy for my age, but the clinic that is assisting me, has many people with

fertitly issues. I constantly see people with cell phones in there pocket, ears, etc. We are so disconnected

from so many things because of technology today. Sad.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

Islander

The video on the body's chemical burden is no longer available for free, although it can be rented.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

pisces

The WiFi in laptops isn't the only issue there; just using your laptop in your lap is dangerous.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

trj1961

Gives the Earth chance to survive!

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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axkershaw

This explains the decline in teenage pregnancies much better than abstinence training. Perhaps if a pop

star was shown carrying his smart phone in a cod piece like garment then the rate would drop to zero.

Higher incidence of testicular cancer is a small price to pay for being in fashion. We should all encourage

the boyfriends of our daughters and granddaughters to carry their phones in their pockets. Girls do not

seem to be too concerned about the dangers of breast cancer caused by carrying their phone in their bra

three years after this Dr Oz episode. www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

ing7597

Do not see a problem; it is too many people already in this planet.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

rus92212

One of the best lectures exposing the real primary cause of dropping sperm counts can be found here. It

contains information that every parent needs to see: orbisvitae.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?

ubb=show�at&Number=44881..

 Posted On 08/16/2017
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MASONMANNIX

Fertility clinics are EVERYWHERE.  You can turn on your local, national or tabloid news show and see the

latest celeb or average citizen who just can't seem to make a baby and you see some doctor administering

all kinds of meds to help the process along.  What I see them putting people through just to have a child

seems really personal and invasive for me.  I agree, I think it is all environmental and it's the bad food

we're eating.  Also, you have boys going through puberty and girls menstruating at 8, 9 or 10 years old.  All

seems to be treated as normal but it is not.

 Posted On 08/11/2017

 

Robertrr1

What about driving a car ?  The highest EMF are in car. It is EMF �eld with lower frequency but is high and

important. Some cars have 1 mGauss, some have 50 mGauss. The decreasing rate in fertility has some

correlation with car using - in Africa were car are less comon than in USA man sperm quality is much

better.  The same I can say about home electricity - in my opinion so called body Voltage - voltage indused

on body by 115/230 VAC could be much more important than for example GSM tower radiation. Again

Africa with low grid (and with quite high amount off GSM users) is much better

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

Dr. Mercola

Problem in a car is not the magnetic �elds as you suggest.  All new cars are virtual cell phones and

have very high microwave �elds.  Get a meter and check for yourself

 Posted On 08/10/2017
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Robertrr1

DR Mercola Sorry to say but I am a little specialist because I own the worse car ever made in terms off

EMF �eld - Citroen Xsara Picasso with EMF �eld above 200 mGauss.  I decrease this �eld to about 30

mGauss using ferromagnetic shield under the sit (where producer place Accumulator !!!!) and using

LC �lter �eld which cuts  above about 40 Hz ( 2000 per minute - alternator rotation) - so I am sure I am

talking about �elds connected with engine rotation.

You can see my movie: www.youtube.com/watch.

I don't need to say that before driving this car was nightmare....

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

Robertrr1

By the way If you are wonder way French people - specialy men - have the highest cancer rate in the

world - it can be answer. France is the country with good quality of food, good air (winds from ocean)

etc  etc. In my country - Poland - air is more contaminated, use off alcohol is higher, there are much

more smokers food is propably worse but still there is smaller amount of cancer incidence - why ? My

hipotesis is French car maker didn't have idea about EMF in car.

 Posted On 08/10/2017
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happywifehappylife

Yes, the sperm count is in deep trouble, but the little girls sitting in classrooms all across America are

being bombarded by wi-� radiation that is damaging the embryo's and even worse, the mitochondrial DNA

that is what is passed on from generation to generation.  That microwave energy from the wi-� is mutating

those cells and the disaster is coming!  The children of our children will have over 57.7% fetal deaths,

miscarriages, and physical deformations far worse than the thalidomide disaster that struck infants years

ago!

We have idiots in charge of our health and welfare!  The FCC is a complete JOKE!  The human race is in

real trouble and what do we see?  5G is coming and they are praising it!  We talk about the dangers of

nuclear holicost, but right under our noses is the worst holicost being created all for GREED and AVARICE!

 Posted On 08/10/2017

 

Almond

Everyone should avoid processed foods and especially those containing COTTONSEED OIL which is esp.

common in junk food.  In regions of China where it is the primary oil in the diet, fertility rates have fallen by

50%.  This is in a country where people want to conceive to the extent allowed by law, too.  Other "bad" oils

may not be harmful in exactly the same way, but do not contribute to health.  When the human biome is

under stress, one of the �rst things to go is reproduction, because it is not necessary at that moment.   At

least nt until the body rebuilds itself.  

The reproductive organs require good nutritional status to function optimally.  That is why we are seeing

so many health problems of that nature.  reproductive organs, heart, brain, etc. are priorities and get �rst-

choice uptake on minerals.  Unfortunately, a lot of toxins are also attached to mineral compounds.  When

these enter the vital organs (site speci�c and concentrated), cancer is one result.  Toxins disrupt normal

pathways and energy �elds, causing tremendous chaos.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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TimW_203

It is very clear that the so-called elites who direct the policies of "partner governments" see population

growth as the main threat to their pro�ts and continuing hegemony over the slaves they control, tax, and

direct. Thus these statistics are no more than we should expect. But I would be interested to see how

adopting a kosher lifestyle affects these �gures.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

poshest

Wait!  Less customers is better for pro�ts?  I never got the argument that the elites are trying to

reduce the population.

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

stanleybecker

poshest - the "elites" care nothing about the "health" of the population - it is clear that a chronically

sick human being would be more pro�table than a healthy human - so the sickening of the population

makes good business sense

 Posted On 08/09/2017

 

grulla

"poshest" they �rst "milk" you for what you're worth, then they spit you out. But I cannot say with any

certainty that population reduction was their intent, rather it was probably and simply pro�ts,

regardless of the end result.

 Posted On 08/09/2017
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Guillermou

Infertility is a problem that affects one in six couples, which represents approximately 15% of the

population who wants to start a family. In 30% of infertile couples, the male factor is one of the main

causes Factors reported by Dr. Mercola such as bisphenol A (BPA) are associated with several chronic

metabolic diseases including obesity and diabetes. Obesity increases the risk of associated diseases,

such as type 2 diabetes mellitus [5], dyslipidemia, cholelithiasis, hypertension, coronary heart disease [7],

stroke, endometrial and breast cancer, premature aging and neurodegenerative diseases [8].

It is estimated that complications derived from obesity contribute to more than 4,000,000 deaths per year

worldwide, representing 7% of mortality from all causes. The global prevalence of obesity is increasing

among both sexes, with associated impacts on chronic health and medical comorbidities. Similarly, the

effects of obesity on reproductive health are increasingly recognized. Adiposity is associated with

reduced fertility in men, with a complex and multifactorial etiology. The reported effects of obesity on

semen parameters and impaired fertility are contrasting: some studies show a clear reduction in

reproductive outcomes associated with higher body mass index.

These controversies may be due to the complex pathophysiology and interaction between gonadotropins

and end organs, as well as genetic and epigenetic changes and oxidative stress on fertility and male

function. www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1521693423001013  (2024).--

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC10042660  (2023) onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../obr.13738  (2024).--

journals.sagepub.com/.../1559325820916949  (2020).--
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grulla

Eden Foods has always been on the forefront of BPA/BPS free canned beans and others.

www.edenfoods.com/.../view.php

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

Guillermou

Thanks Grulla. The European Commission has launched a consultation on a draft proposal to phase

out the use of the controversial chemical bisphenol A in food contact materials, including plastic

boxes, protective linings for cans and food processing equipment. The proposal follows scienti�c

advice from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), which concluded in April 2023 that current

levels of exposure to bisphenol A (BPA) pose a health risk to consumers. EFSA set a tolerable daily

intake (TDI), the amount of a substance in food considered safe for people, at 0.2 nanograms per

kilogram (ng/kg) of body weight, which is 20,000 times lower than the provisional TDI.

of 4 g/kg. (or 4,000 ng/kg) body weight recommended in its previous opinion (2015). The public

consultation began on February 8 and will be open until March 9. The Commission will then present a

legislative proposal for approval by member states. The proposed ban on the substance, widely used

since the 1960s, will apply to food and beverage cans, kitchen utensils, tableware and items in contact

with food used in professional food production, he stressed. the block executive in a press release.

www.euractiv.com/section/agriculture-food/news/eu-commission-moves-to-..  (2024).-

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

ElMinetero

Rather than 'Skyrocketing', wouldn't that be 'Nosediving Fertility Rates'?

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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luccim

And now the electric companies want everyone to have a smart meter. Even the car seat heater generates

an EMF �eld.

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

Horsea

It's not just men's fertility - it's men's growing inability to produce male children. Don't look at global

statistics - just look around you. Mostly young girls and baby girls. I �rst noticed this a few years ago and

nothing has changed to cause me to reverse my opinion. On our street, and no, I don't know everyone, I

see parents with 2 girls. Very few boys in sight.

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

juststeve

There is just no end to the attacks on us to prevent us from being anything close to being human, reaching

our full potential as human beings, or our ability to remotely function as a human being.

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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Guillermou

Very real Just, consider Hitler and his henchmen victimized an entire continent and exterminated

millions in their pursuit of the so-called "Master Race." The concept of a dominant, white, blonde, blue-

eyed Nordic race did not originate with Hitler. The idea was mobilized in the United States and

cultivated in California, decades before Hitler came to power. California eugenicists carried out a

campaign of ethnic cleansing of the American eugenics movement. During the early decades of the

20th century, California eugenicists included powerful but little-known racial scientists such as Army

venereal disease specialist Dr. Paul Popenoe, citrus magnate and Polytechnic benefactor Paul Gosney,

banker of Sacramento Charles M.

Goethe, as well as members of the State Board of Charities and Corrections and Board of Regents of

the University of California. Eugenics would have been such strange armchair talk if it had not been

for extensive funding by corporate philanthropies, speci�cally the Carnegie Institution, the Rockefeller

Foundation, and the Harriman Railroad fortune. They were all allied with some of the most respected

scientists in the United States, coming from such prestigious universities as Stanford, Yale, Harvard

and Princeton. These scholars embraced race theory and racial science, and then falsi�ed and

distorted data to serve the racist goals of eugenics. www.globalresearch.ca/horrifying-american-

roots-nazi-eugenics/5784668

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

juststeve

So sad Gui, so many threads to Eugenics, Depopulation, Breeding for Homo Superior, Transhumanism

with deep roots back to sections of the U.S. population who would be, in FDR's words, Royalist. Their

dream to be Filthy Rich by making everyone else Poor and Filthy. Waited on hand and foot with little to

no creativity, build little to nothing, with a dominant skill of manipulation. RFKJR covering a broad view

of how it is all accomplished; www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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Swilliam

@juststeve, care for some cheese with your whine? ----- ----- ----- NOTHING is stopping you from

struggling to reach your maximum potential. Remember, zero gravity causes astronauts' muscles to

atrophy. ----- ----- ----- "We become wiser by adversity; prosperity destroys our appreciation of the

right." ~ Seneca the Younger

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

Swilliam

Actually, I see Blacks being promoted if not celebrated on almost every web site, as though they were

some sort of contemporary Master Race. ----- ----- ----- In contrast, almost everywhere I go on the web,

jokes at the expense of the German people are widely accepted. I take issue with this because,

although I am not German, my experience with both German Americans and Germans from Germany

is that they're remarkably hardworking and KIND to a fault. They have LONG been the victims of

widespread propaganda and I deeply resent that, along with everything that is Politically Correct --

Political Correctness simply being the accepted prejudices of the day.

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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juststeve

The Struggle for an individual to reach for their own individual full potential exist for everyone,

whether they even recognize it or not. No matter what the circumstances. To �nd oneself marooned

on a desert island one would be under most extremes to achieve and maintain whatever this could be

for them. In a community, such exists also. Similar to the Island example the conditions one �nds

themselves in have a major in�uence of what is achievable for what this full potential can be. The

conditions creating the structure of a community has implications in the perimeters of how an

individual can possibly explore or evolve.

One is not exclusive of the other. Too much one way or the other and both can be negatively or

positively affected. When currently humanity from conception on is being neutered, sterilized, gender

disrupted, health disrupted by the assaults on the Natural World and on Humanity by conditions set

forth by those who would be New Gods. In a system rigged by their design to achieve just such a

thing, there is no organic Capitalism, a give and take between the Individual and Community cycling

back and forth for the best conditions for the Full Potential for both the Individual and The

Community. Does a Master Gardener plant their tomatoes in the cold depths of January?

Or plant Water Lily's in a dry desert void of water? Or do they assess conditions, learn how they affect

the quality of the plants desired. Or learn as much range of what the full potentials are in those

circumstances so both the Gardener and the Garden can face the days of struggle through drought,

monsoons still to come teaching even more than had been realized before. Full Potential is an

unreachable goal we all should attempt to �nd just the same acknowledging no matter how much we

know or have learned, there will still be more to reach for.

 Posted On 03/22/2024

 

Swilliam

In what way is the human race particularly special? ----- ----- ----- Giant reptiles evolved, thrived, and died

out over a longer period than we've strutted across the globe and they at least had the grace not to leave a

ton of microplastics in their wake. ----- ----- ----- With the exception of J.S. Bach, Isaac Newton, and a few

others, our time on stage has been the largely disastrous production of a bunch of lying narcissists. Prove

me wrong.

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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LSquare

Swilliam, didn't reptiles and their prehistoric contemporaries leave something far more insidious than

microplastics - petroleum - microplastics' parent? Not my job to prove/disprove your nihilism, but go

ask a small child how important their mommy or daddy is to them, or a parent about their children.

Yes, we're not worthy of God or his love, but for some reason He �nds us kind of special, and gave us

dominion over all other life forms. He also gave us free will, and that's where most, if not all problems

arise from.

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

Horsea

Bach produced the most wonderful music imaginable.

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

welchmf

Not sure why Dr. M is worried about his sperm count in the sauna at his age, even then, but more power to

him!

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

LSquare

If we face a near-immediate extinction crisis, he and other fervent Mercola followers may be called in

by the government to help repopulate the world. Well, not this government, but perhaps a sane and

normal one.

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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